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• Are you contemplating the modernization of your pres-

ent bathroom, kitchen or laundry — adding a first-floor

washroom—or building a new home? No matter what, the

selection of plumbing fixtures is important not only to

comfort but to health and well being. • This booklet shows

Kohler fixtures and fittings for the modern home which

are available at this time. You will find floor plans, color

suggestions, data as to sizes and dimensions, and other help-

ful information. • Since fixtures are permanently installed

with the expectation of years of service, only first quality

products can be considered a wise choice. • Foresighted

purchasers will insist on Kohler fixtures, a choice safe-

guarded by a quality tradition of more than 74 years.

Kohler products are made in one great plant, by one or-

ganization, under one supervision. Yet Kohler fixtures

cost no more than others. • Kohler fixtures are charac-

terized by their distinctive, spirited designs, sound engi-

neering, their pleasing proportions and clean-cut lines. In

sets, they complement each other. • A permanent Kohler

mark of identification is fused into the enamel or glaze

of each fixture, or pressed into each fitting. Be sure to

look for these marks of genuineness and responsibility.
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Centra lavatory fitting.

BATHROOM EFFICIENCY
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• If your bathroom is Kohler-equipped, which means that the fixtures

have Kohler fittings as well, your reward is a smooth-working, matched

set of which you can feel proud.

In the bathroom shown, the 5'6" Cosmopolitan Bench Bath, K-526-CF,

with seat at front, has a popular feature in the Triton shower and bath

fitting. The dial mixer tempers the water for either the shower or the tub.

After the correct temperature is obtained, raising the knob on the spout

diverts the water to the shower head.

The lavatory is the K-1910-C vitreous china Chesapeake, 24x20", with

compact Centra fitting illustrated, and the closet indicated in the floor

plan is the K-3665-EB close-coupled Bolton.
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COSMOPOLITAN BATH
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COSMOPOLITAN BENCH BATH. A
6" rim serves as a seat for foot bathing,

washing children. Inside dimensions for

tub bathers are generous. Flat, wide bot-

tom for safe showering and easy clean-

ing. Sloped end for reclining. Low I 5 '/2

side. Width at center, 33". Made of

substantial, rigid, time-tested enameled

cast Iron. Lengths, 4 1/2
*

,
5', and S'/Y.

Triton combination shower and bath fit-

ting, with Kohler-Niedecken mixer, cur-

tain rod, hook and chain. K-525-CF.

Corner baths also available.

6- INCH
BENCH
RIM

SAFE
FLAT
BOTTOM
FOR

7' SHOWERIN&

ROOMY
FOR
TUB
BATHING-

COSMOPOLITAN BENCH BATH.
The two-valve bath fitting, with fast-emp-

tying pop-up drain, can be had at either

end as is true of every Kohler bath.

Lengths, 4'/2 \ 5' and 5>/2
'. K-526-CP.



WHITE FIXTURES
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• This appealing bathroom shows the colorful and interesting results that

can be attained with white fixtures. The white of Kohler fixtures is

pure, immaculate.

The architect skillfully used rose and powder blue for the plastered

walls and buff and black for the linoleum floor. Yellow towels, rug and

cabinet interior may be used to add spots of color.

Fixtures are the 5' Cosmopolitan Bench Bath, K-526-CF, the 24 x 20"

vitreous china Gramercy lavatory, K-1860-BA, and the Wellworth closet,

K-3705-PB.



VITREOUS CHINA LAVATORIES
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STRAND-
NARROW TO
SAVE SPACE

GRAMERCY. Has an unobstructed shelf, 5" wide

in the 24 x 20" size and 4'/2
" in the smaller 22 x 18".

Mixer fitting is out of the way. Pop-up drain. Slab

has two depressed soap dishes. Metal legs and

handy towel bars. K-I860-BA. Without legs,

K-I865-BA.

STRAND. Long and narrow, making it desirable

for small rooms. Has a 4J/4" shelf for toilet acces-

sories in the 26xl5'/2" size. Two depressed soap

dishes. Mixer fitting with pop-up drain, metal legs

and towel bars. 20x14" size also available.

K-I870-BA. Without legs, K-I875-BA.

CHESAPEAKE. Left. With ledge at back raised an inch and a half

above the slab. Has a narrow bead around ledge and slab. The

24x20" size has two depressed soap dishes on slab; 20x18" and

18 x 15" have one on ledge. Centra mixer fitting with pop-up drain.

Metal legs and towel bars. K-19I0-C. Without legs, K-I9I5-C.

ROCKPORT. Below. This model brings efficiency and good looks

to small bathrooms demanding a corner lavatory. Shelf is l^fo" wide

at center. Two depressed soap dishes. Mixer fitting with pop-up

drain. Measures 17" along sides and 20'/4" from corner to front.

K-2I80-A.



• Kohler vitreous china lavatories are of master-

piece quality through and through. They are made

of finest imported and domestic clays, fired under

intense heat to produce a hard, vitrified fixture with

a lustrous, permanent glaze like that of choice table

china. Resistant to acids, medicines, lotions, hair

rinses, these lavatories will not stain or discolor.

Designs are significant, decorative; surfaces are

smooth for easy cleaning. Most models have an

anti-splash rim.

The chromium plated fittings are engineered to

high standards of efficiency to give long service.

Be sure that the Kohler lavatory you buy has

Kohler fittings.

JAMESTOWN. Flat, usable top with a bead

to prevent articles from slipping off. One de-

pressed soap dish. Centra mixer fitting. Pop-up

drain. Metal legs, towel bars. Sizes 20x18",
24x20", 27x22". K-I775-C. With pedestal,

K-I785-C.

WALL-FREE
TOWEL BARS

Firmly clamped
to lavatory. Bars

are hexagonal to

prevent towels

from slipping.
K-9565.

JAMESTOWN. For those who like the substantial

appearance of a lavatory with pedestal. Smooth sur-

faces make cleaning easy. Fitting has individual hot

and cold water valves with a center spout and pop-

up drain. One depressed soap dish. Sizes, 24x20",

27x22". K-I780-F. With metal legs, K-I770-F.

GREENWICH. Below, left. A smart, low-cost lavatory. 6" back protects wall from

splashing. One depressed soap dish. Bead around slab. Centra mixer fitting with

pop-up drain. Sizes, 20 x 18", 24x20". K-I955-C. With individual hot and cold water

valves and pop-up drain, K-I950-J.

RINSE. Below, center. For brushing teeth in the home bathroom. Takes little space;

14" square. Has flushing rim like that of the dentist's fixture; also has vacuum breaker

to prevent back siphonage. Mixer fitting and open strainer. K-I700-A.

ARROWHEAD. Below, right. Here's a model for building into dressing table tops

of tile, wood or linoleum. Flat, usable slab with bead and one depressed soap dish.

Centra mixer fitting with pop-up drain. Size 20 x 18". K-2I77-C,



ENAMELED CAST IRON LAVATORIES
• To meet the demand for modestly-priced lavatories, Kohler is concentrating production on the models

shown which have enjoyed great popularity and are installed in thousands of homes.

These lavatories are smartly styled and embody many convenience features such as the shelf at back

smooth, easily cleaned surfaces, chromium finish mixer fitting with pop-up drain. Made with durable, pure

white enamel on time-tested non-flexing cast iron.

Traps, as on all other Kohler lavatories, have clean-out plugs; supply pipes have stops so that water can

be shut off at the lavatory when servicing the valves.

HAMPTON. A handsome lavatory with a

4" wide shelf in the 19x17" size and a

4I/2" in the 22x19". Mixer fitting with

pop-up drain. Large size has two de-

pressed soap dishes on slab. K-2720-BA.

With metal legs, K-27I0-BA.

DELTON. Another popular Kohler shelf lava-

tory which meets today's small home needs.

Only 18x15", yet this model has 54 square

Inches of shelf space, roomy basin, two de-

pressed soap dishes, mixer fitting with chain

and stopper. K-2730-BA.

HUDSON. A lavatory for modest

bathrooms. Has a 5" back to prevent

splashing against wall. Centra mixer fit-

ting with pop-up drain. One depressed

soap dish. Sizes, 20x18", 22x19".

K-2825-C. With faucets, K-2830-P.

WESTCHESTER. A new Kohler lavatory with pedestal that is clean-

cut and gracefully proportioned. Has a flat, roomy top with bead

all around. One depressed soap dish. Centra mixer fitting with

pop-up drain. Metal towel bars. Sizes, 20x18", 24x20". K-2780-C.

With individual hot and cold water valves, K-2782-F. Westchester on

metal legs with Centra fitting, K-2790-C; with individual hot and cold

water valves, K-2792-F.

KOHLER CLEANSER. To keep Kohler fixtures look-

ing sparklingly new, use Kohler Cleanser— prepared

especially for their care. It cleans quickly, safely and

thoroughly. It contains no harsh abrasives, and is

harmless to the skin. Buy it in attractive 12 ounce

cans or by the case from your Kohler dealer. K- 1 200.



FIRST-FLOOR
WASHROOM
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• Home owners are becoming

more aware of the value of added

sanitary convenience. A Kohler

washroom takes little space, yet

answers many needs— reducing

through-the-house traffic, provid-

ing convenience for guests, and

simplifying child training. Per-

manent value is added to the

home where this practical extra

convenience is provided.

The washroom above features

the 24x20" Jamestown vitreous

china lavatory, K-1775-C, and the

Bolton closet, K-3665-PB, The one

below shows the 26xl5 1
/2

//
vitre-

ous china Strand, K-1870-BA,

desirable for small and narrow

rooms. Closet is the K-3705-PB

Wellworth.

f«—3-0-A



K OF K CLOSETS
• The closet bowl is such an important fixture in the bathroom

that it's wise to choose the best. K of K closets are made of

ball and china clays, fired to produce a surface that is hard,

non-absorbent; that resists cracks, crazes or discoloration.

Government standards as to passageway, water area and

depth of water in the bowl, are met and in many cases exceeded.

Bowls are water tested before leaving factory.

There are no ridges, grooves, bulges or ornamentation to

make cleaning difficult. Lines are clean-cut.

All models except the Trent are close-coupled, with tank

securely fastened to bowl, forming compact, free-standing units.

Seats with covers are TriKo coated and have chromium plated,

exposed hinges.

The Channel and Bolton have tank fittings with an anti-

siphon feature. Also available with other closets when specified.

CHANNEL. Siphon jet. The best

type of close-coupled closet avail-

able. Height 29"/2 "; width of tank

22". The K-3655-EB with elonga-

ted bowl is 29" back to front;

K-3655-PB round front, 27".

BOLTON. Reverse trap. A good close-

coupled closet. 30" high with a 21%"
wide tank. Available both elongated bowl,

K-3665-EB and round front, K-3665-PB.

Front to back dimensions are 30" and 28"

respectively.

TRYLON. The low-cost close-cou-

pled washdown type. 2 9 '/a

'

' high,

width of tank 2l3/4 ", front to back

26'/2
". With round front bowl

only. K-3745-PB.

WELLWORTH. A very popular close-coupled

reverse trap closet. Stands 30" high, width

of tank 2 1 3/4", front to back 26 l/2 ". Round

front bowl only. K-3705-PB.

10

TRENT. Inexpensive washdown

with tank attached to wall.

Height 34 3/4 ", width of tank

20 3/4 ", front to back 27". Round

front bowl only. K-3750-PB.



This Edgewater mixer

fitting is regularly fur-

nished on Kohler ledge

sinks. Can be used as a

counter-top fitting with

flat rim sinks built into

cabinets. Has an 8"

swing spout and renew-

able seats. K-8601. Also

with spray and hose and

with third valve for

drinking water.

The Centra mixer fitting conserves

valuable space on the lavatory shelf

or slab. Renewable seats. Available

with pop-up drain as shown, K-8005;

or with chain and stopper, K-8006.

Mix your water for shower or bath with

the Kohler-Niedecken Mixer by turning

only one handle. Can be set for a maxi-

mum temperature to protect bather against

too hot water. Renewable seats. K-7705.

Valve handles and escutcheons

are handsome in lines, smoothly

polished and highly plated with

chromium. Index letter is neatly

die-stamped on the handle.

KOHLER FITTINGS
MATCH THE FIXTURES

Jsn ^>tule
y
L^m iaracler and ks^uallty

• Kohler fittings are designed and engineered especially for the fixtures they serve. They are the vital work-

ing parts. Many of the fixtures shown in this book have built-in fittings.

Kohler fittings have beauty of form and proportion. They are made of durable brass, machined with pre-

cision and water tested to assure maximum service and sanitary protection. Surfaces are lustrous chromium

plating over a coat of nickel to assure long-lasting qualities. Handles are designed to encourage light, "finger-

tip" action to reduce "heavy-hand" use when closing the valves.

Waterways are large and smooth. Threads, which are cut deep and clean, are double-acting for quick

opening and closing. Valve seats are renewable for easy and economical maintenance.

II



FOR KITCHEN EFFICIENCY
• Kohler offers a line of sinks for the home kitchen and apartment

kitchenette to meet every individual requirement.

A sink is a long-time investment. It is pennywise to buy anything

but the best. If your kitchen has the space, the 72 x 25" Wilshire

shown above is the ideal. It provides two 8" deep basins with Duo-

strainers and two integral drainboards-—the perfect surface to have

at both sides of the sink basins. Other features are: Full-length, 3%"
wide ledge with two depressed soap dishes, mixing fitting with swing

spout, hose and spray, K-5500-A.

The ledge not only provides room for articles in use, but serves

as a water-proof base for the fitting.

Kohler sink fittings, of durable brass and chromium plated, have

the strength and precision to assure serviceability and long life.

Valves open and close easily and positively; spouts swing in either

direction.

All sinks are made of non-flexing cast iron—the time tested base

for the lustrous, pure white, easy-to-clean enamel which is acid-

resisting clear through.

Being of standard size, Kohler sinks can be built into wood or

metal cabinets.

To bring greater efficiency into

the kitchen, Kohler introduced

the Duostrainer which consists

of a removable cup-like strainer

in which waste particles collect

for easy disposal. Lowering the

knob-handle closes drain making

basin water-retaining.



SINKS FOR EVERY KITCHEN
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CAMBERLEY. This popular fixture

has two long drainboards and 20"

basin, 8" deep and fitted with a

Duostrainer, The 3 3/g" ledge, with

one depressed soap dish, extends

clear across the back. Swing spout,

mixing fitting; hose and spray. Sizes

54x25", 60x25". K-5550-A.

CYMBRIA. A lot of sink in a 42" length—a big drainboard, one

8" deep basin with Duostrainer, 3 3/8" ledge with one depressed

soap dish, swing spout mixing fitting, hose and spray. Hose dis-

appears into the ledge. Size 42x25". K-5570-A. Sink at left,

K-5569-A.

WELLWIN. This model has two 8" deep basins with

Duostrainers, one for washing dishes, the other for

rinsing. The operation can be from left to right or vice

versa. 3 3/g" wide ledge, swing spout mixing fitting, hose

and spray. Size 42x25". K-5590-A.

DELAFIELD. This model, designed to be built-in, has two roomy
8" deep basins. Use one for washing the dishes and the other for

stacking and rinsing. Each basin hat a Duostrainer. Full length,

3
'/s

'

" wide ledge, one depressed soap dish, built-in swing spout,

mixing fitting, hose and spray. Sizes 32x21", 42x21". K-6490-A.

MAYFIELD. For the small kitchen. The 2V/l" long, 8"

deep basin provides enough room for a dish pan and

wire rinsing basket. Has "i^" wide ledge, mixing fitting

with swing spout, hose and spray and Duostrainer. Sizes

24x21", 30x21". K-65I0-A.

13



LOW COST SINKS
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DOUBLEDAY. A low-cost sink with the definite advantage

of two drainboards and one 8" deep basin with Duostrainer.

Low 6'/2
" back has clipped corners. Swing spout mixing fit-

ting with soap dish. Sizes 54x22" and 60x22". K-570O-A.

HOLIDAY. Like the sink at left except that it is lower in

price because of the one drainboard which is 21" long. The

basin is 18%". For metal or wood cabinet installations. Size

42x20". K-6080-A. Sink at left, K-6079-A.

it ^J\itck

SEA CLIFF. Has a 13" deep laundry

tray and an 8" deep sink basin with

Duostrainer. Tray has an open strainer

with stopper. 3 3
/s" ledge, swing-spout

mixing fitting, soap dish and an adjust-

able leg under laundry tray. Movable

cover. Size 42x25". K-6609-A. With

sink at right, K-66I0-A.

ALLOWAY. Sink and tray combination

for building-in. Laundry tray is 13" deep

and has an open strainer with stopper;

sink basin is 8" deep with Duostrainer.

Use either counter-top or wall-type fit-

ting. Reversible. Size 42x20". K-6635-A.

ADDISON. For a low-cost installation.

Has a 6" deep basin with Duostrainer

and is available in five sizes, 12 x 12",

24 x 16", 24x20", 30 x 18", 30x20".

Use this model with either a counter-

top or a wall-type fitting. K-6550-A.

%r Becidement
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TWIN FALLS. Has two 13" deep

basins with open strainers and stop-

pers, 3I/2" wide ledge, mixing fitting

with swing spout, rigid painted angle

support. Size 48x25". K-6750-A.

ACID RESISTING ENAMEL FOR BETTER SERVICE

All Kohler enameled cast iron sinks, sink and tray combinations and laundry trays

are resistant to the action of fruit and vegetable acids. The hard lustrous surface

is not a thin surface coating but acid-resisting clear through.



KOHLER "22" OIL BOILER for fast heating and efficiency. Has a large fire box, completely water enclosed to

absorb all radiant heat of the burner flame— long fire travel and free circulation — multiple-fin flues — built-in water

heater for year-round use. The green and black jacket has a baked enamel finish which is easy to keep clean and neat.

(J->e L^owijrortcible with

A KOHLER BOILER
• Let the heart of your heating system be a Kohler coal or oil boiler

—

engineered for maximum heating efficiency at minimum fuel cost

—

made of enduring, time-tested cast iron—fully insulated—built for

long trouble-free service. The sleek, attractive baked enamel steel jackets

add color to the basement.

Left. KOHLER TYPE "G" COAL BURNING BOILER is engineered to utilize the

maximum heat units In your fuel. It has heat-trapping flues which expose a large

heating surface to the hot gases—improved internal circulation and rapid pick-up

—

built-in domestic hot water heater available—concealed front-controlled draft damper

—baked enamel steel jacket over efficient heat retaining aluminum foil insulation.

15



KOHLER VILLAGE
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